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ABSTRACT
niflì DIVERSITY ASSOCIATED WITH MONTASTRAEA CAVERNOSA IDENTIFIED
USING AN OPTIMIZED PRIMER PROTOCOL.
by
Nathan D. Olson
University of New Hampshire, September, 2010
Thesis Advisor Dr. Michael P. Lesser
The diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria in any system must be identified to in order to
fully understand their ecological role. PCR is commonly used to investigate bacterial
diversity. To capture the full diversity PCR primers must bind to and amplify all targeted
DNA sequences. For this study I analyzed published universal niflì primers' ability to
capture the full diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria. Based on this work I developed a
new protocol for capturing the full diversity of niflì sequences. Using this optimized
protocol I investigated community differences in nitrogen fixing bacteria between orange
and brown color morphs of the Caribbean coral Montastraea cavernosa among three
geographic locations. Whole community analysis revealed no difference between
morphs or location. However, specific groups of proteobacteria and cyanobacteria
differed in abundance between the morphs, indicating specific bacterial groups are
responsible for differences previously observed in fixation between color morphs.
INTRODUCTION
Nitrogen fixation, the ability to convert atmospheric nitrogen into ammonia, is a
prokaryotic process restricted to members of the Bacterial and Archaeal domains.
Biological nitrogen fixation (BNF) contributes significantly to the amount of new
nitrogen available to a wide variety of terrestrial, aquatic, and marine organisms in
nitrogen limited systems (Galloway et al. 1995; Falkowski 1997). Nutrient availability,
especially nitrogen, influences the trophic biology and ecology of all organisms. In the
marine environment, a carbon:nitrogen:phosphorus ratio of 106:16:1, known as the
Redfield ratio, was described for open ocean planktonic primary producers. This ratio
was long thought to reflect the nutrient requirements for phytoplankton growth (Redfield
1958), with nitrogen often cited as the limiting macronutrient. The role of nitrogen as a
limiting nutrient over ecological timescales is a generally accepted, though a continually
debated paradigm. Recent research has suggested that the Redfield ratio more accurately
represents a global average of the planktonic community, rather than a specific
requirement for the growth of phytoplankton (Klausmeier et al. 2004). Whereas the
growth requirements for phyloplankton in a specific environment are governed by
physical factors such as local oceanography (Li and Hansell 2008; Church et al. 2009),
exogenous input from nutrient runoff, and aeolian deposition (Fanning 1989; Dong et al.
2000). Additionally, biological factors such as the microbial transformation of nitrogen
by nitrogen fixation, nitrification, and denitrification have recently become more
appreciated as processes influencing nutrient and specifically nitrogen stoichiometry
(Arrigo 2005; Ward et al. 2007).
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In the marine environment, nitrogen fixation was underestimated by early studies
(Capone and Carpenter 1982), but more recently estimates for fixation are significantly
higher with rates closer to that of terrestrial environments (90-130 Tg N yr"1) (Galloway
et al. 1995) or higher (Karl et al. 2002; Quigg et al. 2003). One reason for this
underestimation was the low predicted contribution for the cosmopolitan genus of free-
living marine nitrogen-fixing bacteria Trichodesmium spp. (Capone 1997). A majority of
the observed gap in nitrogen budgets was filled with the discovery of large numbers of
planktonic unicellular cyanobacteria (Zehr et al. 2001; Zehr et al. 2007). These
discoveries, and the realization of the importance of marine sources of nitrogen in the
global nitrogen budget, have highlighted the need for continuing research into the
complex cycling of nitrogen in the marine environment (Zehr 2002). While nitrogen
cycling is also influenced by anthropogenic impacts (Vitousek et al. 1997a) microbial
transformations are fundamental to its cycling (Ward et al. 2007). Of these
transformations nitrogen fixation plays a pivotal role in making the abundant but
biologically unavailable form of nitrogen available to support the biosynthesis of amino
acids and proteins in growing cells.
Biological Nitrogen Fixation
Nitrogen fixation is an energetically expensive process in which the two nitrogen
atoms of a dinitrogen molecule are each reduced to NH3. This process requires two
enzymes that form the nitrogenase complex. The Fe protein is a homo-dimer encoded by
the nifti gene, and has a 4Fe:4S core (Tripplett 2000). The Fe protein is reduced by the
electron mediator, ferredoxin, and then reduces the second enzyme involved in the
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fixation process, the Mo-Fe protein. The Mo-Fe protein is a four-subunit U2^2 protein
with aß dimers that are coded for by the ni/D and ntfK genes respectively, and contains a
unique Fe/Mo-cofactor (Tripplett 2000). The Mo-Fe protein reduces the N2 molecule and
is then subsequently reduced by the Fe-protein, completing the cyclic process.
Evolution and Diversity of Nitrogen Fixing Bacteria
The process of nitrogen fixation is performed by a diverse group of prokaryotic
microorganisms from both the Bacterial and Archaeal domains (Raymond et al. 2004).
Nitrogenase is an evolutionarily ancient enzyme complex theorized to have evolved from
an enzyme involved in the reduction of dinitrogen analogs (Raymond et al. 2004). The
evolutionary history of nitrogen fixation and more specifically the genes responsible for
fixation includes evidence of vertical and horizontal gene transfer events (Raymond et al.
2004). Vertical gene transfer is the duplication of a gene or an operon within a
prokaryotic genome. This process is responsible for the presence of multiple copies of
the m/operon in a single microbial genome, with as many as five copies of the operon
found in a single genome (Wang et al. 1988). Horizontal gene transfer, the transfer of a
gene or group of genes from one bacteria species to another, has caused evolutionarily
unrelated species of bacteria to appear closely related based on ra/phylogeny (Zehr et al.
2003). These instances of genes transfer play an intricate role in nitrogen fixing bacterial
diversity. Additionally the ability of a microbial lineage to fix nitrogen is commonly lost
on evolutionary times scales so closely related bacterial species do not always share the
ability to fix nitrogen (Raymond et al. 2004). Therefore, general bacterial diversity
studies are based 16S ribosomal gene sequences are not applicable to nitrogen fixing
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bacterial diversity (Raymond et al. 2004). As a result genes which code for the subunits
of the nitrogenase enzyme are targeted to evaluate diazotroph diversity (Zehr et al. 2003).
Of these genes nifli is the most commonly targeted due to its conserved nature in
comparison to ni/D and nifli. However, some studies utilize niJD when a finer resolution
of the nitrogen fixing bacterial community is desired (Prechtl et al. 2004). It is through
the analysis of nifli gene diversity that researchers identified previously unknown, yet
globally important groups of nitrogen fixing bacteria such as a ubiquitous group of
pelagic unicellular cyanobacteria (Zehr et al. 2001).
While free-living nitrogen fixing bacteria are found in abundance in a number of
ecosystems, a diverse group form symbioses with eukaryotic organisms (Kneip et al.
2007). The specificity of the symbiosis can vary from highly specific with one symbiont
species associating with only a one host species, or a diverse symbiont with specific host,
or specific symbiont and a diverse host. Highly specific symbioses are generally
considered as more evolved associations, indicating greater dependence between host and
symbiont (Douglas 1995). Only a few bacterial symbiont types are present in marine
shipworms (Distel et al. 2002). In contrast to this specific symbiosis a diverse
community of nitrogen-fixing bacteria associate with tropical marine sponges, with
bacterial symbiont representatives from all major nitrogen-fixing bacterial taxonomic
groups (Mohamed et al. 2008). For these symbioses it is clear that the shipworm
symbiosis is more obligatory when compared to that of reef sponges.
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Advantages of Nitrogen Fixing Symbiosis
The ability to establish a symbiotic association with nitrogen fixing bacterium
allows eukaryotic organisms to escape ecological limitations in a variety of habitats.
Organisms may be able to expand their spatial niches into low-nutrient environments, or
their dietary niches to resources that have low combined nitrogen content, and can thus
reduce competition or gain a competitive advantage. Organisms harboring symbiotic
diazotrophs in mutualistic associations often exhibit highly evolved mechanisms for the
efficient transfer of fixed nitrogen products. The benefits of this symbiosis to both host
and symbiont have lead to the ubiquity of this type of association especially in nitrogen
limited environments.
Nitrogen-fixing organisms are commonly found in terrestrial and marine
environments with limited inorganic nitrogen resources (Zehr 2003). In the terrestrial
environment lichens are arguably the best example; they are common not only in desert
soil crusts (Eskew and Ting 1978; Belnap 2002), but also on rocks (Seneviratne and
Indrasena 2006) and lava flows, where they help create soil and initiate the process of
ecological succession (Crews et al. 2001; Kurina and Vitousek 2001). In all of these
environments, both competitors and predators are scarce. Similarly, the associations
between higher plants and rhizobia (e.g., in legumes) allow these plants to thrive in
nitrogen-poor soils, a clear advantage over their competitors. Coral reefs are a marine
ecosystem where it is advantageous to host nitrogen-fixing symbionts (O'Neil and
Capone 2008). The high productivity of coral reefs in oligotrophic waters was first
viewed as a paradox during Darwin's voyage on the Beagle. It is now understood that
both plankton prédation (Hamner 1995; Hamner et al. 2007) and nitrogen fixation,
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coupled with efficient nutrient cycling, on and around reefs contribute significantly to the
nitrogen requirements of reefs (Wiebe et al. 1975). Diazotrophs are common in the water
column (Hewson et al. 2007), on the substrate (Larkum et al. 1988; Charpy et al. 2007),
and in associations with invertebrates such as sponges (Mohamed et al. 2008), corals
(Lesser et al. 2004) and possibly tunicates (Paerl 1984; Odintsov 1991). Reef building
corals are the structural and trophic foundation of coral reef ecosystems; therefore our
understanding of their ability to form symbiosis with nitrogen fixing bacteria is of
primary importance when attempting to elucidate coral reef trophic ecology.
Coral Nitrogen-Fixing Bacterial Symbiosis
Reef building corals are composed of three primary compartments the skeleton,
host tissue, and mucus. Each of these compartments are host to diverse symbiotic
communities including members of all three domains of life as well as viruses (Knowlton
and Rohwer 2003). The location of these symbionts in relation to the host reflects the
evolved nature of the association. Endosymbiosis, where the symbiont lives within the
host tissue, are more evolved associations than epibionts, those living on the tissue
surface. Nitrogen fixing symbionts are associated with all three coral compartments, and
found as both endo- and epibiont (Williams et al. 1987; Lesser et al. 2004; Chimetto et al.
2008).
The coral nitrogen-fixing bacterial symbiosis was first hypothesized when Williams
et al. (1987) documented nitrogen fixation in the skeleton ofAcropora variabilis. This
research, however, did not investigate the diversity of symbionts or whether the host or
symbiont gained any benefit from the association. Based on the results from light/dark
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acetylene reduction assays it was hypothesized that the symbionts were photosynthetic
cyanobacteria (Williams et al. 1987). Similarly, Odinstov (1987) observed nitrogenase
activity in the hydrocoral Millepora where zooxanthellae, unicellular green algae and
bacteria, were noted in the skeleton as well as the tissue. It was not clear from the studies
conducted which member of the microbial consortium associated with the coral was
fixing nitrogen and how similar this association might be to that of reef building corals
(Odintsov et al. 1987). Further investigation into coral-diazotroph symbioses identified
nitrogen-fixing bacteria of the class ?-proteobacteria associated with the skeleton of
Faviafavus (Shashar et al. 1994), which displayed higher rates of nitrogen fixation under
illumination, and with exposure to glucose-enriched seawater. These results suggest that
the nitrogen-fixing bacteria utilized glucose from either the host or algal co-symbiont as
an energy source, implicating a potential benefit for the symbionts in this relationship.
More recently, terminal restriction fragment length polymorphisms (T-RFLP) 16S
rRNA analysis identified a diverse and dynamic community of coral bacterial symbionts
(Rohwer et al. 2002), including many possible nitrogen-fixing bacterial associates of reef
building corals. However, it was not until 2004 that an endosymbiotic nitrogen-fixing
bacterium was identified (Lesser et al. 2004). The cyanobacterial symbionts were
hypothesized to transfer fixed nitrogen to the coral's algal symbionts, and fixed carbon in
the form of glycerol to the cyanobacteria fueling nitrogen fixation (Lesser et al. 2007).
Initial analysis of the bacterial diversity for this system indicates that the symbiosis is
comprised of a single cyanobacterial species (Lesser et al. 2004). In comparison a much
greater diversity of nitrogen-fixing bacteria, including cyanobacteria and proteobacteria,
were associated with the Hawaiian corals Montipora capitata and Montiporaflabellata.
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The benefits to each partner in these symbioses as well as whether the bacteria are endo-
or epibionts remains unknown; however, a correlation was found between Vibrionaceae
nifH gene copy number and algal symbiont abundance for M. capitata, suggesting an
interdependent relationship (Olson et al. 2009). A diverse community of bacteria were
identified but a conserved phylogenetic cluster of bacteria in the Vibrionacea family were
found only in association with M. capitata, and a less conserved cluster of ?-
proteobacteria were associated with M. flabellata. This symbiont specificity may
indicate coevolved, highly specific, symbiotic associations. Additionally nitrogen-fixing
bacteria were found in association with the mucus of the Brazilian coral Mussimilia
hisipda (Chimetto et al. 2008). Cultured Vibrio on nitrogen free media were identified as
capable of nitrogen fixation through acetylene reduction assays, while the benefit to the
host and symbiont in this association remains unknown (Chimetto et al. 2008; Tripp et al.
2010). The diversity of nitrogen-fixing bacteria identified with different coral species
indicates the potential for a range of symbiotic associations between the coral host, its
alga, and nitrogen-fixing symbionts which remains a largely unexplored area of research.
The state of knowledge of the coral nitrogen fixing bacterial symbiosis is plagued
by the inconsistency of methods used to identify and quantify this association. Numerous
studies used indirect methods for quantifying nitrogen fixation namely acetylene
reduction. These studies revealed that a number of corals assayed exhibit signs of
fixation. Additionally, all studies where methods that could identify bacteria potentially
capable of fixing nitrogen were used found such bacteria. These studies commonly
revealed a diverse community of bacteria capable of fixing nitrogen. However the
inconsistency of methods used among the different studies prevents any direct
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comparison between the communities identified. The main limiting factor in our
understanding of this symbiosis is the disconnect between physiology and diversity as
both have not been investigated for any one system.
Research Justifications
While the global diversity of free-living nitrogen fixing symbiosis is a continuing
topic of numerous studies, the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria in symbiosis is also
important in understanding the biogeochemical cycling of nitrogen. Our understanding
of the role nitrogen fixing bacteria play in specific systems either on the ecosystem or
organismal scale will play a pivotal role in advancing our understanding of nitrogen
cycling. One such system in particular is the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria
associated with reef building corals. As research has indicated corals form numerous
symbiotic associations with nitrogen fixing bacteria making them an intriguing and
important system for determining the underlining role of nitrogen fixing bacteria in
nutrient cycling and symbiosis. The first step in understanding the role of a group of
organisms including nitrogen-fixing bacteria is to identify the diversity ofthat group.
While a number of studies have investigated the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria from
a range of environments fewer studies have examined the efficacy of current approaches.
The focus of my research discussed in the remainder of this thesis addresses two issues.
First how well do currently utilized protocols recover the full diversity of nitrogen fixing
bacteria within an environment? To address this question a combined in silico and in
vitro approach was taken. Using the programming language PERL I identified the
capacity of published universal nifti primers to bind to full length niflJ sequences. Based
on the results of this analysis I developed and tested an optimized protocol in the
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laboratory by comparing the diversity captured to that of a commonly used protocol.
Secondly, what is the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with reef building
corals, and more specifically, the Caribbean coral Montastraea cavernosa'?
For the second question I utilized the optimized protocol to compare the community of
bacteria potentially capable of fixing nitrogen associated with Montastraea cavernosa,
between orange and brown color morphs as well as among three geographic locations.
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CHAPTER I
AN ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSAL nifli PRIMER MISMATCHES AND
DEVELOPMENT OFAN ALTERNATIVE PROTOCOL FOR THE RECOVERY
OF ENVIRONMENTAL SEQUENCES
INTRODUCTION
Low concentrations of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) often limits primary
productivity (Redfield 1958) while the most abundant form of nitrogen, dinitrogen (N2),
is generally biologically unavailable. Nitrogen fixation converts N2 to biologically
available ammonium. This process is carried out by organisms from both Archaeal and
Bacterial domains (Young 1992; Raymond et al. 2004). Nitrogen fixing, or diazotrophic,
bacteria play a fundamental role in ecosystem productivity, particularly ecosystems
where low concentrations of DIN limit productivity (Zehr 2003). Because of their
importance in providing new nitrogen, recovering the complete diversity of nitrogen
fixers in microbial diversity studies is important in order to fully understand ecosystem
productivity (Zehr 2003).
Investigations into microbial community ecology commonly utilize culture-
independent approaches such as multi-template PCR reactions to identify the diversity of
bacteria present in a community. For this approach, total DNA from an environmental
sample is extracted and gene specific primers are used to amplify targeted gene sequences
present within the sample. The efficacy of this approach is dependent upon the ability of
the PCR primer to amplify all copies of a specific gene within a particular sample in an
unbiased manner (Kanagawa 2003) .
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This standard, however, is rarely realized so when employing PCR based
techniques we should strive to remove or reduce as many inherent limitations as possible.
The primary issue is PCR bias which is the preferential amplification of one template
sequence over another (PoIz 1994). There are two types of PCR bias; those that are
inherent to the specific PCR protocol being used and those that are random (referred to as
PCR drift). While research on how PCR bias effects microbial diversity estimates using
the 16S gene has been done (Kanagawa 2003), there is little research on PCR bias for
other genes commonly used in diversity studies. One such gene is niflJ, which codes for
the alpha subunit of the nitrogen fixing enzyme nitrogenase, and is commonly used to
identify the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria within a community.
We can reduce random bias in nifli diversity studies by using replicate reactions
where the products of multiple PCR reactions, amplified from the same template, are
combined for use in downstream procedures such as cloning, T-RFLP, or DGGE (PoIz
and Cavanaugh 1998). While easily implemented, this approach is rarely used in nifli
diversity studies (Steward et al. 2004). However, one important consideration is that
methods for reducing the inherent bias employed in 16S diversity studies are not as easily
applicable to nifli studies. This is primarily due to the fact that approaches used for 16S
studies incorporate lowering the stringency of the PCR reaction by decreasing the
annealing temperature in order to limit bias caused by mismatches between primer and
template sequence (PoIz and Cavanaugh 1998; Ishii and Fukui 2001). Due to differences
in the requirements for diversity studies between nifli and 16S alternative approaches to
reducing bias must be applied.
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For niflí studies there are two main causes of inherent PCR bias that must be
addressed. While nifli is the most conserved gene of the w/operon, degenerate PCR
primers are required to successfully capture the full diversity of the diazotrophic
community. The use of degenerate primers reduces the number of mismatches between
template and primer sequences and in effect reduces bias. However, the use of
degenerate primers is responsible for the first of the two main causes of PCR bias in nifli
diversity studies. Degenerate primers are comprised of a number of primer sequences
with varying GC content and correspondently varying annealing temperatures. PCR bias
studies using 16S as a model gene have shown differences in GC content to cause bias
(PoIz and Cavanaugh 1998) but no similar bias has been detected when using the nifli
primers nifHl and nifH2 (Zehr and Capone 1996; Tan et al. 2003; Diallo et al. 2008).
These studies used either southern blots, DGGE, or TRFLP to quantify the products of
PCR reactions using templates of multiple known sequences of varying concentrations to
evaluate potential biases. While no bias was observed for primers nifHl/nifH2, bias was
observed using a nested primer set from Poly et al. (2001) as described by Diallo et al.
(2008). Diallo et al. (2008) utilized DGGE to compare the abundance of PCR products
for the three copies oí nifli m the Azotobacter vinelandii genome. The results indicated a
bias towards copies with mismatches in non-degenerate locations in the primer sequence.
A second cause of inherent PCR bias is primer mismatch. Primer mismatch, or the
presence of a non-Chargaff base pairing between the primer and template sequence,
significantly reduces the primer's binding affinity, thus promoting PCR bias (Sipos et al.
2007). Therefore primer mismatches should be minimized as a goal for the effective
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recovery of all target genes from a mixed microbial community. While it is difficult to
design universal nifti primers, one step in limiting inherent PCR bias is to reduce the
presence of mismatches between primer and template sequences. The occurrence oï nifti
primer mismatch has been previously investigated and it was concluded that the primer
set nifHl/nifH2 (Zehr and McReynolds 1989) is the most universal (Diallo et al. 2008).
Here we present our analysis of published nifti primers and their ability to match a
taxonomically diverse set of nifti sequences, and therefore their ability to be considered
universal. The work presented here is a logical follow-up to the work by Diallo et al.
(2008) as it examines a larger set of primers and therefore provides a more
comprehensive analysis of how nifti primer pair mismatches effect the recovery of
phylogenetic diversity. A combined in silico and in vitro approach was employed to
accomplish this objective by constructing and comparing data sets of published universal
nifti primers and full-length nifti sequences. Additionally, we compared the clone
libraries produced with two sets of nested primers using genomic DNA from a coral reef
water column sample as a test template. A commonly used nested set of primers
described by Zehr and Turner (2001) and a modified version of this nested set that was
identified as having fewer mismatches with sequences in our analysis.
METHODS
nifH and primer sequence collection
A nifti primer data set was developed through an extensive search of the primary
literature identifying 18 primer sets that were included in our analysis that are used to
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Table 1.1. Published universal niflí primer pairs with the names of the forward and
reverse primer sequences, amplicon length in base pairs (Amp.) based on average length
of matches from 195 nifli sequence dataset.
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target the whole diazotrophic community (Table 1.1). Primer degeneracy and Tm were
calculated using FastPCR 6.0. 112 beta with default settings. Sequences for the nifH data
set were identified using four methods. The first two methods incorporated database
searches of published genomes using the Entrez search query tool
(www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez) and IMG (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-
bin/pub/main.cgi). An Entrez query was used to search the GenBank genome database
for gene names containing nifH. A similar search was performed using IMG, searching
genomes in the database for nifH. The third method utilized an additional Entrez query
searching the GenBank nucleotide database for nifH containing sequences between 500
and 5000 bp in length. Additional sequences used in a previous analysis of nifH primers
(e.g. Diallo et al. 2008) and not identified by either of the three previous methods, were
also included in the data set. This data set, totaling over 700 sequences, was further
refined to include only full-length nifH sequences those including both start and stop
codon sequences. Additionally, redundant sequences were identified and removed.
Sequences were classified as redundant based on the criteria that identical sequences
were only kept if they were a second copy of the gene within a genome or from a
different species or strain. In addition to the nifH sequence, the taxonomic identity for
each of the sequences was also retrieved from GenBank. This refined data set contained
195 full-length nifH sequences.
Phvlogenetic analysis
The open reading frame for all 195 sequences in the «//7/ data set was translated
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into amino acid sequences and aligned in MEGA4 (http://www.megasoftware.net/,
Tamura et al. 2007) using clustalW algorithms. The resulting alignment was used to
construct a 1000 bootstrap neighbor joining phylogenetic tree using the software MEGA4
with pair wise deletion of insertions and default settings.
in silico primer analysis
Perl scripts (http://www.perl.org) were written to determine how well each of the
primer sets matched sequences in the nifli dataset constructed as described above.
Briefly, individual primers were scored on the number of mismatches between the primer
and gene sequence. Individual primers received scores of 0, 1, or 2 for the number of
mismatches. If there were more than two mismatches between the primer and sequence,
no primer match was recorded. Additionally, for primer pairs where both primers had
fewer than three mismatches, primer pair scores were determined as the sum of the
mismatch score for the individual primers.
in vitro primer analysis
Two nested PCR protocols were investigated for their ability to capture the full nifli
diversity of an environmental sample. Triplicate clone libraries were produced for each
protocol in order to identify instances of PCR drift. A water column sample was
collected from Admiral Patch Reef, Key Largo Florida (25.04460N, 80.39450W) from a
depth of 1-2 m. The sample was collected in a sterile IL Nalgene bottle and transported
on ice back to shore for initial processing. The water column microbial community was
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collected on a 0.22 µ?? Millipore membrane filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA.), the filter
was stored in DNA buffer (Seutin et al. 1991) and transported to the University of New
Hampshire for further processing. Genomic DNA was extracted from the microbial
community collected on the filter using a CTAB DNA extraction method (France and
Kocher 1996). Briefly, the Millipore filter was incubated in 600 µ? of CTAB extraction
buffer (5mM cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), 10 mM Tris, 2.5 mM
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1 .4 M NaCl, 0.2% by volume ß-
mercaptoethanol) with 5 µ? of 20 mg ml"1 proteinase K at 650C for 3 h. The DNA was
purified from the lysate using a standard chloroform purification step followed by ethanol
precipitation and the DNA was eluted in molecular grade H2O. The concentration of the
purified DNA product was determined using a Thermo scientific NanoDrop 8000
spectrophotometer at 260 nm (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA.)
The niflì gene was amplified from the extracted genomic DNA using one of two
nested PCRs. The first employed the commonly utilized nested primer set nifH3/nifH4 in
a first round reaction and nifHl/nifH2 in the second round (Zehr and Turner 2001). For
the alternative nested reaction we substituted the primer IGK for nifH4 in the first round
reaction, resulting in a nifH3/IGK first round primer set, which is the same primer set as
YAA/IGK (Ohkuma and Kudo 1996). All PCR reactions were performed using the
following reaction conditions: PCR reactions consisted 0.5 X TITANIUM Taq DNA
Polymerase and 1 X buffer (Clontech, Mountain View, CA USA), 0.2 µ? dNTP's, 0.4
µ? of each forward and reverse primer, and 1 µg µG1 genomic DNA with a total volume
of 25 µ?. The cycling protocol consisted of a 3 min initial denaturation step at 95°C
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followed by 30 cycles with a 95°C denaturation step, 53.5°C annealing step and a 720C
extension step all of which were 30 sec followed by a 7 min final extension step at 72°C.
All PCR reactions were performed using an Eppendorf Mastercycler gradient (Eppendorf
Hauppauge, NY).
PCR reaction products were gel electrophoresed in 1.5% agarose gel at 75V for 90
min. Bands of the appropriate size were excised and gel extracted using the QIAquick
gel extraction kit (Qiagen Inc. Valencia, CA) according to the manufacturer's protocol
except for the following modifications: the melted gel in QG buffer and isopropanol was
allowed to incubate on the spin column overnight at 4°C and the elution buffer was
prewarmed to 37°C prior to the final elution step. Gel extracted PCR products were
prepared for ligation through the addition of 5'A's. For each reaction 0.5 X Titanium Taq
and 1 X buffer were added to 0.5 µ? dNTP's and gel extracted PCR product was added
to bring the total volume to 10 µ? and the reaction was incubated at 72°C for 30 min. The
modified PCR product was then used in a ligation reaction of 50 ng pGEM T-Easy Vector
(Promega Corp. Madison WI), 3 Weiss units T4 DNA ligase, 1 X T4 DNA ligase buffer,
with PCR product added to bring the reaction volume to 10 ul, which was incubated
overnight at 4°C. The ligated PCR product was cloned using the pGEM T-easy vector
system (Promega Corp., Madison WI) according to the manufacturer's protocol.
Transformed colonies were grown overnight in 1 ml LB broth, pelleted by centrifugation
at 2,969 ? g for 15 min and the resulting supernatant was removed. The bacterial pellets
were sent to Functional Biosciences Inc. (Madison WI.) for plasmid prep and sequencing.
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Sequence Analysis
Sequences were trimmed of vector sequence using the Ribosomal Database project
website (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/) and compared to the GenBank database using BLASTn
to confirm identity. Sequences were translated in silico
(http://searchlauncher.bcm.tmc.edu/seq-util/seq-util.html') and aligned using clustalW
algorithms (MEGA 4.0). Based on the clustalW alignments, a distance matrix was
created using the Prodist executable in the PHYLIP package
(http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html). Rarefaction curves and Chaol
richness estimate calculations were performed using Mothur v. 1 . 1 1 .0
(http://schloss.micro.umass.edu/wiki/, Schloss et al. 2009). The chaol richness estimate
predicts the number of OTUs in a sample based on the number of number of singleton
and doubleton OTUs in comparison to the total number of OTUs captured. The
sequences obtained using the nested protocol were combined with the nifli dataset
created in this study and the resulting sequence set was aligned using clustalW algorithms
(MEGA 4.0). This alignment was then used to create a neighbor-joining tree (1000
bootstrap replicates) with MEGA4 in order to determine the taxonomic identity of the
sequences obtained using the two nested PCR protocols. These sequences have been
submitted to the GenBank (Accession Numbers HM601 463 -HM60 1542).
Results
nifH sequence dataset
A data set of 195 full-length nifli sequences of known taxonomy from the National
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Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GenBank database was constructed.
Based on previous nifH sequence analyses there are four primary phylogenetic clusters
(Zehr 2003). We determined which cluster each of the sequences in our data set belongs
to by aligning the amino acid translated sequences and that alignment was then used to
build a phylogenetic tree for the cluster classification of each sequence (Fig. 1.1). The
identity of the clusters was determined by comparing the taxonomic composition of the
clusters to previously identified members of each of the clusters (Zehr 2003). A majority
of the sequences (121 out of 195) in our data set are in Cluster I (Table 1.2) which is
comprised of known nitrogen fixing aerobic and microaerophilic bacteria (Raymond et al.
2004). Six phyla of bacteria fall in Cluster I (Table 1.2) with most sequences belonging
to Proteo- or Cyanobacterial phyla. Of the 195 sequences, 39 belonged to Cluster II,
which is composed of obligate anaerobic bacteria primarily from the phyla Chlorobi,
Firmicutes, and the class d-proteobacteria (Table 1.2). The third cluster contains nifH
sequences that encode for nitrogenases that use iron or vanadium in the reaction center, as
alternatives to molybdum. This taxonomically diverse cluster contains bacteria from both
Archaeal and Eubacterial domains (Raymond et al. 2004). Archaea dominate Cluster III
represented by 18 sequences in our data set. Also within this cluster are nifH sequences
from strains of the a-proteobacterium Rhodopseudomans palustris, which has multiple
copies ?? nifH in its genome (Cantera et al. 2004). Finally, Cluster IV nifH sequences are
dominated by Archaea, and the genus Clostridium within the Firmicutes (Table 1 .2).






























































































Table 1.2: Taxonomic breakdown of full-length nifií sequence data set used in analysis.
Sequences were broken down into four nifií clusters as determined by phylogenetic
analysis and phylum except for proteobacteria which was broken down further by class
according to organisms known taxonomic identity.





















































TTGTTGGC IGCRTASAKIGCCAT - nifB3r
GCRTAIABNGCCATCATYTC - rev





Figure 1.2: Location of published primers used in analysis based on alignment with
Azorhizobium caulinodans ORS 571 AP009384. Primers are grouped together based or
their position along the nifli gene with arrows representing the direction of the primers.
Conserved regions of the gene where large groups of primers bind are labeled A-C. Dark
regions along the gene are specific areas targeted by the individual groups of primers as
indicated by the line and arrow.
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nifH primer sets
We analyzed a set of 18 universal primer pairs in this investigation. Most of these
pairs target two of three conserved regions in the nifH gene (Fig 1.2), all of which
correspond to the protein's ATP binding regions. The third region, C, is the most
commonly targeted region of the three and is centered around three conserved amino acid
residues (alanine, asparagine, and tyrosine) that interact with the adenosine ring of the
ATP molecule (Burgess 2002). While these three regions are relatively conserved, the
diversity oí nifH genes in these regions still requires universal nifH primers to possess
high levels of degeneracy (Table 1.3) with the Fl primer having the highest degeneracy,
with over 4,000 individual primer sequences composing this primer (Marusiña et al.
2001).
In silico primer analysis
The comparison of the primer sets revealed a broad range of capability to recover
the nifH diversity represented by our data set. The primer sets nifHl/nifH2 (Zehr and
McReynolds 1989), 19F/407R (Ueda et al. 1995), all sets from Ohkuma and Kudo
(1996), as well as Emino/Kadino and 469/470, both from Poly et al. (2001) were the most
universal. These primers' sequences matched with over 80% oí nifH sequences in our
data set without any mismatches and over 90% when taking into consideration 1 to 2
mismatches (Fig. 1.3). Conversely, some of the primer pairs were not nearly as universal,
but were less degenerate (e.g, nifHrev/nifHfor, Sarita et al. 2008). One of the most
commonly used primer sets nifH3/nifH4 (Zehr and Turner 2001),
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Table 1.3. Characteristics ofprimers analyzed. Primer names were kept the same as in the
original publication except for when the primers were not named, in which case the
primers were named according to the first letter of the last name of the first author, year
published and direction (F= forward, R= reverse.) Nucleotide ambiguities correspond
with standard code (R = A or G, K = G or T, S = G or C, Y = C or T, M = A or C, W = A
or T, B = not A, H = not G, D = not C, V = not T, N = any nucleotide, I = inosine). Tm
and degeneracy calculated using FastPCR 6.0.1 12 beta using default parameters.
Name Sequence (5'-3') Degeneracy Length
ftp)
Tm Reference
niffll TGYGAYCCNAARGCNGA 128 17 54.4
nifH2 ADNGCCATCATYTCNCC 96 17 54.1
19F GCIWTYTAYGGIAARGGIGG 1024 17 51.2
407R AAICCRCCRCA1ACIACRTC 512 17 54.3
IGK AARGGNGGNATHGGNAA 384 17 51.2
GEM Same as ZM89R
YAA ATRTTRTTNGCNGCRTA 128 17 46.8
KAD Same as ZM89F
forA GCIWTITAYGGNAARGGNGG 2048 18 53.4
forB GCRTAIABNGCCATCATYTC 384 19 57.4
rev GGITGTGAYCCNAAVGCNGA 192 19 51.8
nifH3 Same as YAA
nifH4 TTYTAYGGNAARGGNGG 128 17 49.9
PoIR ATSGCCATCATYTCRCCGGA 8 20 58.4
PoIF TGCGAYCCSAARGCBGACTC 24 20 60.7
AQE GACGATGTAGATYTCCTG 2 18 62.5
Emino GCRTAIAIIGCCATCATYTC 256 17 47.9
Kadino Same as ZM89F with replacing I with N
469 GGNTGYGAYCCNAARGC 128 17 54.8
470 TANANNGCCATCATYTCNCC 512 20 53.1
Fl TAYGGIAARGGIGGIATYGGIAARTC 4096 22 56.1
F2 Same as Kadino
R6 GCCATCATYTCICCIGA 32 15 49.4
M03F GGHAARGGHGGHATHGGNAARTC 1296 23 57.7
M03R GGCATNGCRAANCCVCCRCANAC 768 23 61.6
nifffif GMRCCIGGIGTIGGYTGYGC 1024 17 62.6
nifH3r TTGTTGGC1GCRTASAKIGCCAT 128 21 59.4
nifHfor TAYGGNAARGGNGGHATYGGYATC 768 24 59.1
nifHrev ATRTTRTTNGCNGCRTAVABBGCCATCAT 3456 29 60.8
Zehr and McRenolds 1989
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Figure 1.3 Percent matches for universal ni/H primer pairs for ail 195 sequences in the
data set nifli phylogentic clusters. Each vertical bar is broken down by the percent of
sequences that the primer pair matches the nifli sequence in the data base if taking into
consideration no mismatches (blue), 1 or 2 mismatches (green), or 3 or 4 mismatches
(red).
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only matched with 50% of the sequences without any mismatches, and 90% when taking
into consideration 1 or 2 mismatches. A primer pair's ability to capture the full diversity
was related to when they were designed with the older primers being the most universal.
We were also interested in each primer set's ability to recover the diversity of the
nifli clusters described above. All of the primer sets previously identified as universal
recovered most of the diversity for each of the individual clusters. The exception was
Cluster IV, where most matched fewer than 50% of the sequences, taking into
consideration 1 or 2 mismatches (Fig. 1.4). There was also a decrease in the percentage
of sequence matches from Cluster I to II and III for the older more universal primer pairs.
Primer pair nifH3/nifH4 matched well with Cluster I but not as well with Clusters II and
III (Fig. 1 .4), and for Cluster II, they did not match with any of the sequences without
mismatches. They matched with Cluster III sequences slightly better by matching with
30% of sequences without mismatches. The more universal primers not only matched up
well with the sequence set overall but also did not match up well with non-functional
nifli genes providing additional incentive for their use in studies targeting the diversity of
bacteria that are actively fixing nitrogen.
In vitro primer analysis
Our analysis of the nifH3/nifH4 primer set suggests it is not as universal as other
primer sets investigated in this study (see above) and an analysis of the primer's ability to




































Figure 1.4: Percent matches for universal ni/H primer pairs for the four nifii phylogentic
clusters. Vertical bars are broken down by the percent of sequences that the primer pair
matches the nifli sequence in the data base if taking into consideration no mismatches































































Figure 1.5: Percent sequence matches for individual primers broken down by nifli
sequence cluster IGK (Okuhuma et al. 1996), nifH3 and nifH4 (Zani et al., 2001). Each
vertical bar is separated by the proportion of the matched sequences requiring 0 (blue), 1
(green), or 2 (red) mismatches.
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requires a greater number of mismatches to bind to sequences in Clusters I-III (Fig. 1.5).
Alternatively, the IGK primer could replace nifH4 because it was identified as highly
universal and targets the same conserved region (region A, Fig 1.2) of the nifli gene as
nifH4. Therefore, we compared the most common nested protocol to an alternative
protocol that only differed by utilizing the primer IGK instead of nifH4 in the first round
reaction. This alternative protocol is the same primer set as YAA/IGK (Ohkuma and
Kudo 1996). It is important to note that IGK is a more degenerate primer in comparison
to nifH4 (Table 1.3). Our sequencing effort did not recover the total diversity of nifli
genes amplified using the two protocols. However, rarefaction curves indicate that at the
95% OTU similarity cutoff both protocols are beginning to reach an asymptote (Fig 1.6)
and chaol richness estimates show no significant difference in diversity observed
between the two protocols (Fig 1.7). While no difference in richness was observed
between the two protocols only a fraction of the OTU's were shared between the two
protocols, with 4 out of 23 and 3 out of 38 for OTU distance cutoffs at 95% and 99%
respectively were shared.
Phylogenetic analysis of the sequences from the commonly used (N=39) and
alternative (N=43) nested protocols revealed a diverse group of bacteria recovered
belonging to both Clusters I and II (Fig.l. 8). The phylogenetic group identified as 1.4
(Fig 1.1) contained roughly equal numbers of sequences from both nested protocols (7
with nifH3/nifH4 and 6 with nifH3/IGK respectively) that were phylogentically most


















Figure 1.6: Rarefaction curve for pooled clone libraries for the nested protocol with
nifH3/nifH4 and the alternative protocol with nifH3/IGK showing OTU cutoff of 99%
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Figure 1.7: Chaol estimates comparing the nested protocol with nifH3-nifH4 to the
alternative protocol with nifH3-IGK, with observed OTUs for each cutoff. OTU cutoff's
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Figure 1.8: Neighbor joining phylogentic tree (1000 bootstrap replicates) of Clusters I
and II from nifli dataset and sequences from two nested protocols used in lab. Sequence
groups are based on nifli sequence data set groupings (Fig 1.1). Sequences obtained
using nested protocols are labeled according to the primer set used in the first round
reaction either 3.4 for nifH3/nifH4 (N = 39) or 3.1 for nifH3/IGK (N=43). Additionally
each sequence is labeled according to which of the three replicate reactions the sequences
are from (A, B, or C) with the number of sequences for each replicate indicated in
parenthesis.
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#NC005090.1). Based on our analysis both primer sets matched equally well with W.
succinogenes DS (Appendix D). A second group of sequences were found closely related
to ?-proteobacterium in group 1.6 (Fig 1.1) these sequences were primarily obtained
using the nifH3/IGK primer set (21 versus 10 sequences). This group of ?-proteobacteria
consistently had primer mismatches with the nifH3/nifH4 set but none with the
nifH3/IGK primer set (Appendix E). There was a third group represented by 33 of the
sequences obtained using the two protocols that grouped within Cluster II (Group 2.2, Fig
1.1), 21 were obtained with nifH3/nifH4 and 12 using nifH3/IGK. For all sequences in
cluster II the nifH3/nifH4 primer set only matched when taking into consideration 1 or 2
mismatches where as the nifH3/IGK primer set did not require any mismatches except in
the case of a single sequence (Appendix H). Of the 21 sequences obtained using the
nifH3/nifH4 protocol 13 were from a single replicate reaction that was comprised of only
a conserved group of sequences belonging to this group (Fig 1.8).
Discussion
Properly identifying the full diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria within a
community is fundamental to understanding biogeochemical cycling of nitrogen from the
ecosystem to global scale (Zehr 2003; Ward et al. 2007). While PCR based approaches
targeting nifli genes have significantly expanded our understanding of these microbial
communities (Zehr et al. 2001), there are limitations to this approach that should be
quantified as a basis for improving procedures to fully characterize the community of
nitrogen fixing bacteria within a system. Here we present a new analysis of published
nifli PCR primers and their frequency of mismatches to assess their ability to capture
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taxonomically diverse niflí sequences from environmental samples.
We first characterized 18 published universal niflí primer pairs for their frequency
of primer mismatch. In order to determine the frequency of mismatch we compared these
primer sets to a data set of 195 niflí sequences that included representative sequences
from all four previously identified niflí clusters. While sequences from all four major
niflí clusters were represented, our data set was dominated by sequences belonging to
Cluster I and was primarily composed of a-proteobacteria. This bias is due to the fact
that the available data is primarily composed of cultured organisms with sequenced
genomes, and does not necessarily reflect the composition of the numerous diazotrophs in
the natural environment.
The first set of niflí primers was designed by Zehr and McReynolds (1989) and was
designed using the limited number of available sequences at that time. Here, and in other
studies, this primer set was identified as one of the most universal (Diallo et al. 2008).
Since then, researchers have designed new niflí primer sets to limit primer mismatches
which occur commonly when amplifying niflí using universal primers. The occurrence
of primer mismatch is known to cause PCR bias with the potential to exclude rare, but
important, members of the microbial community from diversity surveys (Sipos et al.
2007). While lowering the annealing temperature was found to reduce bias in 16S
diversity studies involving primer mismatch (Ishii and Fukui 2001; Sipos et al. 2007),
due to the high degeneracy of universal niflí primers this is not an option.
An investigation of the diversity of diazotrophic organisms within a rice paddy
(Mártensson et al. 2009) offers an example of primer mismatch causing bias in a niflí
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diversity study. Using the nested primer sets PolF/PolR and PoIF/AQE, a diverse group
of proteobacteria was identified with both a clone library and DGGE. However, no
cyanobacterial sequences were observed as previously identified in this system
(Mârtensson et al. 2009). Subsequently, they were able to successfully obtain nifli
sequences from a diverse group of cyanobacteria using a cyanobacterial specific primer
set on their samples. In our analysis the nested primer sets used in their study had a
higher occurrence of mismatches for cyanobacteria vs. proteobacteria (Appendix A-F)
resulting in the lack of recovery of cyanobacterial sequences.
In the laboratory portion of our analysis there were three groups of sequences that
we used as a basis for our analysis of the role of PCR mismatch in PCR bias (Fig. 1.8).
The presence of primer mismatch for groups of sequences obtained using the two nested
protocols described here can be assessed by examining the relative proportion of
sequences in the clusters that were obtained using either of the two protocols. Sequences
in Group 1.4 were equally represented in clone libraries using the two protocols. Based
on our analysis, this was expected due to an equal number of predicted mismatches
between primer and template sequences for the two primer sets. For the second set of
sequences a greater proportion of the clone library for the nifH3/IGK primer set than the
nifH3/nifH4 primer set was represented by sequences belonging to group 1.5. This
disproportionate representation could reflects PCR bias caused by primer mismatch as
nifH3/nifH4 primer set is predicted to require a greater number of mismatches to bind to
template sequences in this group than the nifH3/IGK set. The third set of sequences in
group 2.1, were also equally represented by sequences using both protocols. However,
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our analysis predicted that the nifH3/nifH4 primer set required a greater number of
mismatches to bind to the template sequences. These results contradict the hypothesized
role of primer mismatch in PCR bias and PCR drift may provide an explanation in this
case. Our sequence sets for the two protocols were based on three individual clone
libraries from independent PCR reactions. One of the reactions using the nifH3/nifH4
protocol consisted solely of sequences from a conserved group of sequences. This
reaction is an example of PCR drift where one template sequences is disproportionally
represented in the pool of PCR products. So while, PCR mismatch plays a role in
determining the inherent bias in PCR cases of PCR drift may also occur.
No significant difference in the estimated richness oinifli sequences were
observed between the traditional and alternative protocol based on chaol calculations
(Fig 1.4). The two protocols yielded clone libraries composed primarily of OTUs unique
to the protocols indicating taxonomic bias for the two primer sets. While the standard
nested protocol was used to discover a ubiquitous and globally important pelagic
unicellular nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria (Zehr et al. 2001), we suggest that this
alternative protocol may lead to the discovery of additional globally important nitrogen
fixing bacteria that were missed with the commonly used nested protocol due to the
difference in the taxonomic bias between the two. As for all primer sets used to study the
microbial composition of an environment one must take into consideration the limitations
of the primers used and the targeted members of the community.
The results of this study will hopefully provide important information on the most
common nifli primer sets that will assist in the determination of which PCR primers to
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use in their diazotrophic diversity studies. Additionally, we hope that this work, along
with previously published analyses, will serve as a starting point for research into the
limitations and sources of bias in nifli diversity studies. While numerous studies have
addressed bias in the optimization of their methods (Zehr and Capone 1996; Poly et al.
2001 ; Tan et al. 2003; Diallo et al. 2008) this study is the first to focus solely on the
evaluation of nifli primers and issues concerning PCR bias.
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CHAPTER II
DIVERSITY OF NITROGEN FIXING BACTERIA ASSOCIATED WITH
MONTASTRAEA CAVERNOSA
Introduction
Nitrogen fixing bacteria form symbiotic associations with an array of hosts
ranging from unicellular phytoplankton including diatoms and dinoflagellates to
terrestrial plants such as legumes (Kneip et al. 2007). With the range of hosts comes a
continuum of symbiotic relationships. Some of these symbiotic relationships are species
specific while others are flexible and highly diverse. The specificity of the relationship
provides insight into the obligatory nature of the symbiosis and in turn the evolution of
the association (Kneip et al. 2007). To fully characterize a symbiotic relationship
identifying the full diversity of host and symbiont is required.
Crossland and Barnes (1976) indentified nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with
the tissue of the coral species Acropora acuminate and Goniastrea australensis. These
results were based on acetylene reduction assays and did not reveal the identity of the
organisms responsible for fixation. Based on the nature of fixation and the known
microbial associates of the corals, cyanobacteria were accredited for the fixation. A
second study utilizing acetylene reduction and DCMU (3,4-dichlorophenyl
dimethylurea), an inhibitor of photosystem II, also identified nitrogen fixation in the reef
building coral, Acropora variabilis (Williams et al. 1987). Again, the approach used in
this study did not confirm the identity of the symbiont. However, the inhibition of
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fixation when exposed to DCMU indicated that the bacteria responsible for fixation were
phototrophic, most likely cyanobacterial. A later study also found photosynthetic
dependent nitrogen fixation associated with a number of different coral species (Shashar
et al. 1994). Additionally, they were able to culture a nitrogen-fixing bacterium from a
coral imprint using nitrogen free media. The identity of the cultured symbiont was
determined by southern hybridizations as closely related to the gamma proteobacterial
species Klebsiella pneumoniae, indicating the presence of a heterotrophic nitrogen fixing
symbiont. These first few studies focused more on characterizing the physiology of the
symbiosis than the identity of the symbiont.
More recent studies have utilized culture-independent PCR based techniques
which identified a diverse community ofbacteria associated with reef building corals,
including species of known nitrogen fixing bacteria. Most of these known nitrogen fixing
bacteria belonged to the Phylum Cyanobacteria, coinciding with previous physiology
studies (Rohwer et al. 2002). Metagenomic analysis of the coral Pontes astreoides
identified genes involved in nitrogen fixation primarily belonging to the Phylum
Cyanobacteria (Wegley et al. 2007). However, application of the microarray geoChip 2.0
revealed a diverse community of heterotrophic and autotrophic nitrogen fixing bacteria
associated with the coral species Montastraeafaveolata (Kimes et al. 2010). Using niflí
clone libraries one study focused primarily on the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria
associated with Hawaiian corals Montipora capitata and Montiporaflabellate (Olson et
al. 2009). While species specific associations were tentatively identified a diverse group
of both hetero- and autotrophic nitrogen fixing bacteria were found in association with
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the coral hosts (Olson et al. 2009).
One system that has received recent attention in regards to nitrogen fixing
symbionts is the Caribbean coral Montastraea cavernosa (Lesser et al. 2004; Lesser et al.
2007). Tissue sections were challenged with cyanobacterial FISH probes and
immunoblots for nitrogenase and phycoerytherin were analyzed and identified an
abundant group of nitrogen fixing cyanobacterial endosymbionts associated with the
orange color morph of this species, but not the brown (Lesser et al. 2004). These
symbionts were tentatively identified as belonging to the genus Synecococcus based on
16S rDNA sequence analysis (Lesser et al. 2004). Additionally, acetylene reduction
analysis indicated that fixation occurs only with the orange color morph in a diel pattern
with peaks in fixation at dawn and dusk (Lesser et al. 2007). These findings suggest the
cyanobacteria are responsible for the difference acetylene reduction between the two
color morphs. However, the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with the two
color morphs as a whole is unknown. It was the focus of this study to evaluate the
diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria between color morphs.
To investigate nitrogen fixing bacterial diversity nifii clone libraries were
employed as it is a commonly used method for investigating the diversity of nitrogen
fixing bacterial communities (see Chapter I, Introduction). This gene codes for a subunit
of the nitrogenase enzyme, which is responsible for nitrogen fixation. However, the
presence of a nifii sequence only indicates the presence of a bacterial species capable of
nitrogen fixation and not the specific one that is actually fixing nitrogen.
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Through analysis of the nifH sequences isolated from Montastraea cavernosa we
identified the members of the nitrogen fixing bacterial community potentially capable of
fixing nitrogen associated with the orange and brown color morph from three different
geographic locations within the Caribbean. From this we were able to address questions
regarding the diversity of this community as well as how the community differs between
the color morphs. We were also interested in the variability in this association on a
geographic scale, and whether any color morph specific associations were consistent
among different geographic locations. To address this question we compared the
diversity oí nifH sequences between orange and brown color morphs and among three
locations in the Caribbean; Florida Keys, Lee Stocking Island Bahamas, and Little
Cayman Island.
Methods
Coral sample collection and initial processine
We collected all corals samples from a depth of 50 feet using SCUBA. Three
orange and three brown Montastraea cavernosa colonies were sampled from Alligator
Reef, Florida Keys, Florida, USA (24° 51 'N, 80° 36'W), Rock Bottom Wall Reef Little
Cayman (19° 18' N, 81°16'W), and North Perry Reef Lee Stocking Island, Bahamas (23°
46' N, 76° 05' W). Additionally, two multi-colored colonies identified as in transition
from brown to orange color morphs were sampled from North Perry Reef Lee Stocking
Island, Bahamas. Samples were transported to shore where they were initially processed.
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First loosely associated bacteria were removed from the coral using an airbrush to induce
the production and removal of copious amounts of mucous (Lesser et al. 2007). Then
individual polyps were removed from the fragment, preserved in DNA buffer (Seutin et
al. 1991), and transported to the University of New Hampshire for further processing.
For the multi-colored colonies brown, orange and transition polyps were separated and
processed individually as previously described.
DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and clonine
Genomic DNA was extracted from the samples using a previously described
CTAB protocol (Methods Chapter II,France and Kocher 1996). Genomic DNA
concentrations were determined using a NanoDrop at 260 nm (Thermo Scientific,
Waltham MA.). The following protocol was used to amplify the nifli gene from the
extracted genomic DNA. A nested protocol was employed using the primer set YAA (5'-
ATR TTR TTNGCN GCR TA-3') and IGK (5'-AAR GGN GGN ATH GGN AA-3')
(Ohkuma and Kudo 1996) for the first round and nifHl (5'-TGY GAY CCN AAR GCN
GA-3') and nifH2 (5'-AND GCC ATC ATY TCN CC-3') (Zehr and McReynolds 1989)
for the second round. The first round reaction consisted 0.5 X TITANIUM Taq DNA
Polymerase and 1 X Buffer (Clontech, Mountain View, CA USA), 0.2 µ? dNTP's, 0.4
µ? forward and reverse primer, and 1 µg µG1 genomic DNA with a total volume of 25
µ?. The cycling protocol consisted of a 3 min initial denaturation step at 95°C followed
by 10 cycles with a 95°C denaturation step, 53.50C annealing step and a 720C extension
step all of which were 30 sec followed by a 7 min final extension step at 72°C. The
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second round reaction consisted of 0.5 X TITANIUM Taq DNA Polymerase and 1 X
Buffer (Clontech, Mountain View, CA USA), 0.2 µ? dNTP's, 0.8 µ? forward and
reverse primer, and 2 µ§ µG1 round one PCR product DNA with a total volume of 25 µ?.
The same cycle protocol as the first round was employed except for instead of a 10 cycle
reaction 30 cycles were preformed. Second round PCR products were gel extracted and
cloned as previously described in Methods Chapter II.
Sequence analysis
Sequences were initially trimmed of vector using the Ribosomal database pipeline
(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/'). Sequences were compared to the GenBank database using
BLASTn algorithm to confirm identity. The open reading frames of the nifti sequences
from all clones were translated into their amino acid sequences using the bacterial codon
table. Sequences from the clone libraries were aligned in MEGA4 using the clustalW
algorithm. A neighbor joining phylogenetic tree with 1000 bootstrap replicates was
produced using the aligned nifti sequences. A distance matrix was calculated using the
PHYLIP software package (http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phvlip.html). The
distance matrix was used to assign operational taxonomic units (OTUs), from which
richness estimates and diversity indices were calculated using mothur ? 1. 1 1 .0
(www.mothur.org). Chaol estimates were used to predict sample richness, this
calculation is based on the proportion of OTUs captured represented by one or two
sequences to the total number of OTUs. Sample coverage was determined by dividing
the number of captured OTUs by the Chaol estimate for the sample. The Shannon
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diversity index was used to determine the evenness of a population with a value of 0
indicating evenly represent members of the community and evenness decreasing with
increasing values. The OTU abundance's for pooled samples were calculated and
statistically compared using metastats (http://metastats.cbcb.umd.edu/'). The
phylogenetic tree produced was used for whole community analysis completed with
UniFrac ( http://bmf2.colorado.edu/unifrac/index.psp).
All nifli sequences obtained in this study were submitted to genBank (accession
number HM99908 1 -HM999629).
Results
A total of 549 nifli sequences were obtained from the 24 samples analyzed. The
number of clones sequenced per sample ranged from 10 to 33. A diverse community of
nitrogen fixing bacteria dominated by proteobacteria was found in association with M
cavernosa (Table 2.1). These results were consistent with previous studies that
investigated the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with reef building corals
(Olson et al. 2009; Kimes et al. 2010). For each of the individual samples the number of
observed operational taxonomic units (OTUs), Chaol richness estimate, Shannon
diversity index and percent coverage were determined (Table 2.2). The richness estimate
values varied greatly among samples with values ranging from 2 to 32 OTUs based on a
95% sequence similarity cutoff for OTU clustering. The depth of the sequencing effort is
reflected in the percent coverage with values ranging from 44% to 100%. Samples with
100% sequencing coverage all had estimated richness values of 4 or less, indicating
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Table 2.1: BLAST results for representative sequences of OTUs including more than one
sequence from more than one sample. N indicates the number of sequences in the data
set belonging to the OTU. BLAST results based on tBlastn algorithm, with the accession
number, description, and score for the best matched sequence along with the Division of
the closest match of known taxonomy.
OTU N Best Matched Organism Acc# Score Division
1 29 Uncultured bacterium clone Olson_A2-8-E0
2 25 Uncultured bacterium clone TM2cl3
3 6 1 Uncultured bacterium clone OiIUp- 10319
4 12 Uncultured nitrogen-fixing bacterium clone C229
5 7 Lyngbya majuscula
6 1 1 Uncultured bacterium clone Olson_C2-9-D08
7 3 Uncultured bacterium clone ISlHlO
8 12 Uncultured bacterium clone MÍ20-A06-E01
9 1 5 Uncultured nitrogen-fixing bacterium A3 7
1 1 4 Uncultured bacterium clone M£2 1 -A02-F05
12 10 Uncultured bacterium clone Mf2 1 -A02-F05
13 2 Uncultured bacterium clone ML4G06
14 11 Uncultured nitrogen-fixing bacterium isolate
DGGE gel band Hl 8
1 5 4 Uncultured nitrogen-fixing bacterium clone B2 1 5
17 12 Uncultured bacterium clone RTMLH04
1 8 24 Uncultured microorganism clone A28
19 1 14 Bradyrhizobiumjicamae strain LMG 24556
20 20 Chloroherpeton thalassium ATCC 351 10
2 1 9 Uncultured bacterium clone ISlHlO
22 2 Uncultured soil bacterium clone hrb20
23 12 Bradyrhizobium denitrificans strain LMG 8443
24 2 Uncultured microorganism clone H01DNAE3
26 7 Uncultured microorganism clone 20053A08
27 7 Uncultured bacterium clone 3H50
28 19 Vibrio cincinnatiensis
30 7 Uncultured bacterium clone 3-62
31 4 Mesorhizobium tianshanense
34 3 Uncultured bacterium clone MO 1 -C 1 0-C09
35 37 Uncultured bacterium clone 3-62
37 6 Uncultured bacterium clone A5 -H- 19
38 3 Uncultured bacterium clone 3Hl 9
45 6 Uncultured nitrogen-fixing bacterium isolate
DGGE gel band SYl 3
47 3 Uncultured bacterium clone II -0.77
50 3 Vibrio natriegens


















CPOOl 100 le-41 Chlorobi
EU594054 5e-42 a-proteobacteria
GU 1 1 1 795 3e-4 1 a-proteobacteria
HM047125 le-40 a-proteobacteria
EF568532 6e-41 d-proteobacteria
EF 174696 le-36 ?-proteobacteria
DQ177013 2e-37 d-proteobacteria
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Table 2.2: Diversity estimates for all samples based on OTUs with 0.05 sequence
distance cutoff. Number of clones sequenced for each sample (N), number of observed,
Chaol richness estimates, Shannon diversity index, as well as sample percent coverage.
Percent coverage based on the number of observed OTUs/Chaol richness estimate.























































































































































communities with low richness. In addition to percent coverage the Shannon index of
diversity was also calculated, with higher indices indicating greater evenness for the
samples. Evenness was greater for samples having higher observed and estimated OTUs.
Conversely, samples with lower estimates, and ultimately higher coverage tended to have
low diversity indices, reflecting unevenness in the samples. Some examples of this
unevenness are samples BFl, BLS2 and 3 (Table 2.2).
Based on the statistical analysis of the mean percent abundance between the color
morphs 7 OTUs were found statistically different between the two color morphs when all
samples for the two color morphs were pooled. Of these seven, five had a greater mean
abundance in the orange versus brown color morphs (Fig 2.1). These include OTUs 17,
35, 37, 45, 52 which all belong to the bacterial class ?-proteobacteria except for OTU 17
and 45 which are in the Phylum Cyanobacteria and class d-proteobacteria respectively
(Table 2.1). The two OTUs that were more abundant for the brown color morph were 1
and 6 which are Cyanobacteria and a-proteobacteria respectively both of which matched
up mostly closely with nifli sequences obtained from the coral species Montipora
flabellata. OTU's 35 and 37 were statistically different when comparing all orange
versus brown color morphs. When comparing the communities between the two color
morphs at specific locations OTU 3 5was only significant for Lee Stocking Island, and
OTU 37 for Little Cayman. OTU 17, however, was found in a higher abundance for the
orange color morph for all three locations and when present the other OTUs (35, 37, 45,
and 52) were also in a higher abundance (Fig 2.1). Sequences in OTU 17 were most
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Figure 2.1: Color and location comparison for the percent abundance for individual
OTUs. Comparison of orange and brown samples pooled for all locations (A), Florida
Keys (B), Little Cayman (C), Lee Stocking Island (D). Asterisks indicate OTUs where
the percent abundance is statistically different between the pooled samples.
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the cyanobacterial genus Cyanothece. No individual OTU' s were statistically different
between color morphs for the Florida Keys samples where as 3 and 2 were statistically
different for Little Cayman and Lee Stocking Island samples respectively. OTUs 2, 37,
and 50 had a greater abundance for orange versus brown colonies for Little Cayman
samples. With OTU 2 and 50 belonging to the class a- and ?- proteobacteria respectively
(Table 2.1). For Less Stocking Island OTU 19, an a-proteobacteria, was more abundant
in brown colonies and OTU 35 was more abundant in orange colonies.
When comparing individual polyps from the transition colonies three OTU' s were
found statistically different 14, 18, and 21 (Fig 2.2). OTU 14, ?-proteobacteria, was only
present in orange and transition polyps and its abundance was statistically different
between the orange and brown polyps. OTU 18 is in the Phylum Firmicutes and is more
abundant in the brown polyps than transition and orange polyps but the difference was
only statistically different between the orange and brown polyps (Fig 2.2). OTU 21,
comprised of bacteria from the class a-proteobacteria, was only present in transition
polyps and brown polyps, with the abundance of both being statistically different from
the orange polyps.
We were also interested in potential differences in the nitrogen fixing bacterial
communities as a whole. Using UniFrac we were able to compare the community
structures among the different samples. When looking at the samples individually based
on principal component analysis the samples did not group in a discernable pattern either
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of percent abundance for the pooled replicate samples for
transition colonies; orange (O), transition (T), and brown (B) polyps. Statistical
differences between; B and O, B and T, and O and both B and T indicated as A, B, C
respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Whole community analysis for individual samples and pooled samples. Sample
identification indicated by the first letter indicating color orange (O) or brown (B), followed by
location Florida Keys (F), Little Cayman (LC), or Lee Stocking Island (LS), with replicate
samples indicated by a number 1-3. Graphs depict the first three principal component analysis of
individual replicate samples based on UniFrac distance calculations (A-C). Clustering of pooled
communities by location and color based on UniFrac distance calculations. UMPGA based on
UniFrac distance estimates for pooled replicates by location and color (D).
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location and color they cluster together by location rather than color (D, Fig 2.3).
However, differences in the pooled groups reflected in the clustering were not significant
as determined by the UniFrac significance test (Data not shown).
Discussion
From clone libraries of the nifH gene we were able to compare the communities
of bacteria potentially capable of fixing nitrogen associated with the Caribbean coral
Montastraea cavernosa. Our goal was to identify differences between orange and brown
color morphs that could be accredited for the previously documented difference in
fixation between the two (Lesser et al. 2004; Lesser et al. 2007). Additionally we were
interested in whether these differences were consistent for colonies in transition from
brown to orange by sampling the transition area and comparing the nitrogen fixing
bacterial communities between orange, transition, and brown polyps.
For the overall comparison of the orange versus brown communities we were
interested in differences in specific OTUs for the whole community. For our OTU
grouping we set the sequence similarity cutoff for 95%, a cut off commonly used in nifll
diversity studies, which represents approximately species to genus taxonomic groupings
(Konstantinidis 2005; Hsu and Buckley 2008). For specific OTUs several were found
statistically different when comparing all orange versus brown colonies with most being
more abundant in orange colonies. While no OTU representing cyanobacteria was found
in association with all the orange colonies for orange versus brown colonies as found in
previous studies (Lesser et al. 2004), the cyanobacterial OTU 17 had a greater abundance
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in orange morphs in all clone libraries for all locations (Fig 2.1). Interestingly, a number
of ?-proteobacterial OTUs were found in a greater abundance for orange versus brown
colonies. Previous studies identified cyanobacteria as requiring a co-culture of
heterotrophic bacteria in order to fix nitrogen, leading one to hypothesize that the
presence of both the proteobacteria and the cyanobacteria may be required for fixation in
M. cavernosa as well (Li et al. 2010). When comparing the abundance of specific OTU's
between the individual polyps for the colonies in transition from brown to orange the
trend of a greater abundance of OTU 17 was not observed. However, the ?-proteobacteria
OTU 35 and 37 were both found in a greater abundance in the orange versus transition
and brown polyps. Though no clear dissimilarity in the communities as a whole or
overall was observed that could account for the difference in fixation between the two
morphs observed trends indicate specific OTUs may be responsible for this difference.
Alternatively, the difference in fixation could be due to differences in the
community structure of the nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with the brown versus
orange colonies. However, when comparing the community structure of the individual
samples no observable trend was identified for either color or location (A-C, Fig 2.3).
When treating the sequences from a particular location and color as a single sample they
clustered by location rather than color (D, Fig 2.3). While the community structure for
the replicates was more similar to each other based on location rather than color, the
communities were all statistically similar. These results indicate that the structure of the
communities as a whole could not account for the difference in fixation between the
orange and brown color morphs.
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There are three possible explanations for the lack of a universally present group of
cyanobacteria associated with the orange colonies. Two are based on experimental
biases. The first is PCR bias, and while this protocol was optimized as highly universal
and was theorized to amplify cyanobacteria as well as proteobacteria, the potential for
bias toward proteobacterial versus cyanobacteria nifli gene sequences has not been
evaluated (See Chapter I). A second explanation is that recent work on coral associated
bacteria revealed that immediate extraction of DNA versus freezing of samples upon
collection results in a greater efficiency in extraction of cyanobacterial DNA (Sekar et al.
2009). Since our samples were frozen prior to extraction this could explain the low
abundance of cyanobacteria nifli genes in our clone libraries. A third explanation is that
the abundant and universally present endosymbiotic cyanobacteria are not responsible for
difference in fixation between the two color morphs. In order to identify who is fixing
the nitrogen nifli diversity must be analyzed at the expression level. Mohamed et al.
(2008) investigated the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with coral reef
sponges. They found a similar diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with the
sponge, but at the expression levels, transcripts were primarily from cyanobacteria. They
noted that this lack of diversity at the expression level could be due to the time of
sampling as nifli expression is known to exhibit diel patterns (Hewson et al. 2007).
One result of note is the great diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with
both color morphs. While nitrogen is a known factor limiting productivity in coral reef
ecosystems, why are only the bacteria associated with the orange color morph fixing
nitrogen when bacteria capable of fixing nitrogen are associated with both morphs?
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Could the difference in fixation be due to host control of the microbial community where
the brown color morphs inhibit nitrogen fixation, and if so why?
The role of nitrogen fixing symbionts in the coral holobiont is largely unknown
however; the application of diversity and physiology studies to this system provides
significantly greater insight than either study individually. Furthermore as research to
date indicates the coral nitrogen fixing bacteria symbiosis varies greatly between coral
species and thus requires investigations of multiple coral species in order to fully




Anthropogenic factors have, and continue to, negatively impact the environment.
Two such factors are global warming and eutrophication. The response of the nitrogen
cycle to these factors determines the extent of their influence on both ecosystem function
and services around the world (Vitousek et al. 1997b; Gruber and Galloway 2008). By
examining how nitrogen cycling, and in particular nitrogen fixation, is predicted to
respond to these disturbances a contextual framework can be created to address these two
issues. For this conclusion the broad contextual implications of the data obtained in this
thesis will be discussed as well as potential directions for future research.
Global warming is caused by increased atmospheric CO2 levels and therefore
directly affects the global carbon cycle (Cox et al. 2000). The global carbon cycle is also
closely related to the global nitrogen cycle; one example is that atmospheric levels of
NO2 and rates of denitrification are significantly correlated with atmospheric CO2 levels
(Gruber and Galloway 2008). Because of the close coupling between the global carbon
and nitrogen pathways and budgets it is fundamental to our ability to predict the affects
of increased atmospheric CO2 that scientist obtain an accurate global nitrogen budget
(Falkowski 1997). The global nitrogen budget is estimated as either balanced or with a
large deficit (Gruber and Galloway 2008). This discrepancy is based on significantly
higher estimated rates of denitrification (Codispoti et al. 2007). Whether these budgets
are balanced or not they are based on large uncertainties, one of which is the contribution
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of nitrogen fixing bacteria to the global nitrogen cycle (Gruber and Galloway 2008). In
order to decrease this level of uncertainty in the contribution of new nitrogen by nitrogen
fixation researchers must reevaluate the diversity of nitrogen fixing bacteria in all
ecosystems, including the world's oceans. Within the last 10 years a new group of
ubiquitous and abundant pelagic unicellular nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria have been
discovered (Zehr et al. 2001), and their measured rates of nitrogen fixation has allowed
researchers to more accurately estimate the global contribution by nitrogen fixation to the
marine nitrogen budget (Ward et al. 2007). Based on the evaluation of PCR primers for
the nifti gene (see Chapter I), the most commonly used technique for identifying the
diversity of bacteria in an environment; commonly used protocols may potentially miss
some of the most abundant groups of nitrogen fixing bacteria, particularly those
belonging to the classes d- and a-proteobacteria (Chapter I). The use of the modified
nested PCR protocol discussed in Chapter I could increase the identification of new
groups of previously unidentified nitrogen fixing bacteria; potentially decreasing the level
of uncertainty in the estimated contribution of nitrogen fixation to the marine nitrogen
budget, and therefore to the global nitrogen budget.
Future research should continue to evaluate the role of PCR bias and primer
mismatch in nifti diversity studies. Using an in silico approach the next step in analyzing
published nifti primers is to determine the position of mismatches along the primer
sequence. This additional analysis will help to predict the extent these mismatches affect
any bias observed in these reactions. The role of bias should also be more thoroughly
investigated in the laboratory setting. With new sequencing technologies e.g., 454
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sequencing, researchers are able to obtain thousands of reads per sample. These new
technologies have yet to be applied to nifH diversity studies and have the potential to
revolutionize our understanding of these communities. With high read numbers comes
greater sample coverage. With this new technology it is now possible to analyze the nifH
diversity for a single sample with all primer sets analyzed in this study. Based on these
results one could determine the role the predicted mismatches played in determining the
diversity of nifH genes recovered. While this new technology could serve to ensure more
complete coverage the extent of PCR bias still remains unknown. To identify bias and
potentially optimize protocols to reduce bias two approaches should be utilized. First is
to analyze samples of known diversity. Using cultures of nitrogen fixing bacteria,
researches can produce a mixed sample with known proportions. They could then relate
back the ratios of sequence products to determine the extent of PCR bias. A second
approach is to utilize quantitative PCR to determine the abundance of specific template
sequences in a sample. You could then compare the abundances for multiple template
sequences to one another to the ratios obtained while analyzing the sequences using high
throughput technologies. The results of these studies would provide the ground work for
the development of nifH diversity assays that would potentially reveal a greater diversity
of nitrogen fixing bacteria as well as provide a more accurate representation of the
community structure.
A number of highly productive ecosystems such as coral reefs and tropical rain
forests have successfully adapted to and thrive in nutrient poor environments, and the
addition of excess nutrients via eutrophication has the potential to disrupt the balance of
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these and other delicate ecosystems (Vitousek et al. 1997b). Elevated nitrogen levels
caused by terrestrial runoff from agriculture and poorly treated sewage cause productivity
in traditionally oligotrophic systems to no longer be limited by biologically available
nitrogen (Vitousek et al. 1997b). With nitrogen fixation no longer required to supply new
nitrogen for primary productivity and balanced growth in evolutionarily nitrogen poor
environments, what affect does this have on the community of nitrogen fixing bacteria
present within an ecosystem and how does this change their role within the system?
While excess nitrogen can increase the productivity of an ecosystem, it also disrupts the
balance of the system, by eliminating bottom up control (Dinsdale et al. 2008). In other
words organisms whose growth is normally limited by low nitrogen levels is unchecked
and able to out compete other organisms for resources such are space and sunlight.
Coral reefs evolved as highly productive ecosystems in nutrient poor waters
(Webb et al. 1975). This high productivity was accredited to the close coupling and
efficient cycling of organic nitrogen mineralization and inorganic nitrogen utilization as
well as the presence of nitrogen fixing bacteria providing "new" nitrogen into the system
(Wiebe et al. 1975). However, the productivity of reefs neighboring highly populated
coastal areas are no longer nitrogen limited due to terrestrial nutrient runoff. This excess
nutrient disrupts the balance of the systems (Dinsdale et al. 2008, Sandin et al. 2008).
The input of excess biologically available nitrogen into a system favors organisms that
are dependent upon high nitrogen levels versus those that have adapted to life styles
favoring nitrogen poor environments, in turn reducing the biodiversity within the system
(Vitousek et al. 1997b). In particular the addition of biologically available nitrogen
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undermines the role of nitrogen fixing bacteria in these systems. Recent research has
identified a diverse and ubiquitous community of nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with
reef building corals (Chapter II,01son et al. 2009; Kimes et al. 2010). However, nitrogen
fixation was not observed for all corals with nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with
them, namely the brown color morph of the Caribbean coral Montastraea cavernosa
(Chapter II). Based on whole community analysis of bacteria potentially capable of
fixing nitrogen associated with Montastraea cavernosa there was a trend reflecting
similarities among location versus color although these differences were not significant
(Chapter II). Lee Stocking Island and Little Cayman Island have similarly lows levels of
anthropogenic impact as they are nowhere near large population center and have sub
micromolar water nutrient concentrations. Conversely, Florida Keys are well
documented for their high impact levels primarily due their close proximity to large
population centers. Interestingly, the community of nitrogen fixing bacteria was more
similar between the Little Cayman colonies and Florida Keys, than Lee Stocking Island.
These results suggest that location and not the level of anthropogenic impact plays a
larger role in the overall community structure. So while the community composition was
more dependent upon location than level of impact, on a regional scale does the
community of nitrogen fixing bacteria change with increased levels of nutrients present
within a system? Also, how does the role of the nitrogen fixing bacteria change with
increased levels of biologically available nitrogen? Bacterial species of the genus Vibrio
have been identified as the pathogenic agent for a number of coral diseases (Ben-Haim et
al. 1999; Ben et al. 2002), while at the same time other Vibrio species were identified as
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potential nitrogen fixing symbionts (Chimetto et al. 2008; Olson et al. 2009). Though
there is no evidence that the symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria are pathogenic or that the
pathogenic species are capable of nitrogen fixation, could beneficial symbiotic nitrogen
fixing bacteria become opportunistic pathogens in the coral system once nitrogen fixation
is no longer required? With increased nitrogen levels their growth could be unchecked
leading them to be a causative agent of disease. It is important to compare the role of
these coral symbionts in nitrogen poor and nutrient rich systems to see how they change.
With a greater understanding of the role of these symbionts in coral productivity and
potentially disease we can contribute to conservation efforts. This can be done in two
ways. 1) For the restoration of coral reefs where new corals are transplanted into
oligotrophic areas, coral species known to host nitrogen fixing bacteria that actively fix
nitrogen such as orange color morphs of Montastraea cavernosa maybe a key player in
the successful restoration of a reef. This would function in a similar fashion to crop
rotations where legumes, plants with symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria, are used to
fertilize agricultural systems. Additionally, for corals that may be dependent on nitrogen
fixing symbionts in nitrogen poor environments it is important to monitor their health and
stress levels in nutrient rich systems. The results from these analyses may provide
additional sound scientific findings to support efforts aimed at decreasing nutrient runoff
to these heavily impacted reef ecosystems.
At this point the role of nitrogen fixing bacteria in the coral holobiont is largely
unknown. For Montastraea cavernosa the most well understood system, major questions
remain unanswered. One of which is; what is the cause for the difference in fixation
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between the orange and brown color morphs. Results presented in this thesis identified
microorganisms potentially responsible for this difference namely groups of
cyanobacteria and proteobacteria (Chapter II). The first step in identifying these as the
microorganisms responsible for the difference in fixation between the two color morphs
is to look at nifli diversity at the expression level. The results of this study will
determine which organisms are actively fixing nitrogen. Furthermore the expression
should be analyzed over a diel period as previous studies have indicated that fixation
varies over a 24 hr period with peaks in fixation at dawn and dusk. Once candidate
microorganisms are identified quantitative PCR assays should be applied in order to
quantify potential differences in symbiont abundance between the two color morphs.
Additionally, the location of these potential microorganisms in relation to the coral host
should be investigated. Two approaches can be taken to address this. The first of which
is to use fluorescent in situ hybridization. Using probes designed specifically for the nifli
gene combined with laser confocal microscopy researchers will be able to determine the
microorganism's location in relation to the host. A second approach would utilize a new
technology multisotope mass spectroscopy (MIMS). This analysis looks at the isotopie
composition of a sample at nanometer resolution. When combing a N15 pulse chase
isotope experimental design and in situ hybridization for nifli genes of interest the results
of this analysis would reveal not only the identity of the nitrogen fixing symbiont but also
whether the product of fixation is utilized by the coral host and/or algal symbiont. The
results of these potential studies will help to elucidate the importance of the coral
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nitrogen fixing bacterial symbiosis for the coral holobiont and coral reef ecosystems as a
whole.
Global warming and nutrient runoff are well documented as having a serious
detrimental effect on global ecosystems and coral reefs in particular (Carpenter et al.
2008; Dinsdale et al. 2008). While identifying the diversity of bacteria potentially
capable of fixing nitrogen is not going to resolve either of these pressing issues it can
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APPENDIX
Supplemental figures for Chapter I. Breakdown of primer pair mismatches to each
sequence. Primer pairs are listed along the top of the figure and sequences accession
number species name and group are on the left. The sequences are organized based on
phylogeny with the groups sub tree indicated on the right with the scale bar indicating the
substitution rate. How well each of the primers match-up with each of the sequences is
indicated by the color of the intersecting blue (0 mismatches), green (1 or 2 mismatches),
or red (3 or 4 mismatches). Each subgroup is represented in individual figures group 1.1




































Rhizobium eth CFN 42 « proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli ClAT 652 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli Brasil 5 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli Kim 5 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli GR56 « proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli GR56 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli Kim 5 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli CIAT 652 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium phaseoli a proteobacteria
Rhizobium phaseoli a proteobacteria
Rhizobium etli IE4771 a proteobacteria
Mesorhizobium loti a proteobacteria
Smorhizobium sp. LILM2009 a proteobacteria
Sinorhìzobium medicee WSM419 a proteobacteria
Sinorhizobium meliloti 1021 a proteobacteria
Sinorhizobium meiiloti 1021 a proteobacteria
Smorhizobium meiiloti a proteobacteria
Rhizobium sp. a proteobacteria
Rhizobium sp. NGR234 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium leguminosanim bv. viciac 3841 a proteobacteria
Rhizobium leguminosanim bv. Infoiti WSM2304 a proteobacteria
Zymomonas mobilis subsp. mobilis ZM4 a proteobacteria
Ghiconacetobacter dtazotrophicus PAl 5 a proteobacteria
Ghiconacetobacter dtazotrophicus PAl 5 a proteobacteria
Ghiconacetobacter diazotrophwus PAl 5 a proteobacteria
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Accession Species
NC 009049.1 Rhodobacter sphaeroides ATCC 17029
NCJ309428.1 Rhodobacter sphaerotdes ATCC 17025
AF03 1817 Rhodobacter sphaeroides
M 1 5270 Rhodobacter capsulants
XÖ7866 Rhodobacter capsulants
NC 0114201 Rhodospiriilum centemim SW
NC 007626.1 Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-I
NC 007643.1 Rhodospiriilum rubrum ATCC 11170
X5 1 500 Azospiriüum brasilense
NC 010511.1 Methylobacterium sp. 4-46
NC_005296.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
NC 005296.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
NC 011004.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris TiE-I
NC 007925.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisB18
NC 008435. 1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisA53
NC 007778.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris HaA2
NC 007958.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisBS






















AB196476 HerbaspìnUvm sp. B5Q1 ß proteobacteria
Z54207 Herbaspiritlum seropedicae ß proteobacteria
NC 010794.1 Methylacidìphilttm infernorum V4 ? proteobacteria
AJ302315 Burkholderia tuberum STM678 ß pnjieobacleria
NCJÜ07952. 1 Burkholderia xenovorans 1..B400 ß proteobactcria
NC009254.1 Burkholderia vietnamiensis G4 ß proteobactcria
NC_0 10524, t Leptothrix choiodnii SP-6 ß proteobacleria
NC 008781-1 Poìaromonas naphtbaleni vorans CJ2 ß proteobactcria
NC_010529. 1 Cuprìavidus taiKonensis ß proteobacleria
NC 010627.1 Burkholderia phymatum STM815 ß proteobactcria
NCOl 1206.1 Acidithìobacilhts ferrooxidans ATCC 53993 ? proteobactcria
NCJ)1 1761.1 Aaditluobacillus ferrooxidans ATCC 23270 ? proteobactcria
NC01058L1 Beijerinckia indica subsp. indica ATCC 9039 a proteobactcria
NCJ) 1 1 666. 1 Methyhcella silvestri* BL2 a proteobacteria
NC 002977.6 Methylococcus capsulants sir. Bath ? proteobacleria
BA000040 Bradyrhizobiumjapomeum USDA110 a proteobacteria
K00487 Rhizobium sp. ANU289 « proteobacteria
NC 009720.1 Xanthobacter autolrophicus Py2 a proteobacteria
NC 009720. 1 Xanthobacter autotrophicus Py2 a proteobacleria
M 1 6709 Rhizobium sp. a proteobacteria
NC 009937.1 Azorhizobmm caulmodam ORS 571 a proteobacteria
NCJ)09937,I Äzorhizobium cauhnodans ORS 571 «proteobacteria
NC_009445.1 Bradyrhizobium sp. ORS278 a proteobacteria
NC009445.1 Bradyrhizobium sp. ORS278 o proteobacteria
NC 009485.1 Bradyrhizobium sp. BTAiI a proteobacteria
NC_009485.1 Bradj'rhizobium sp . BTAiI a proteobacteria
Accession Species












AY ?5490 Frankiasp. MrpI82
NC_008278.1 Frartkta aim ACNHa
L41344 Frankiaalm
U53363 Frankia sp.
U53362 Frankia sp. EuIKl
U23507 Trichodesmium thiebaulii
U90952 Trichodesmium etythraeum IMSlOl
AF003336 Cyanothece sp. ATCC 5 Il 42
U22 1 46 Syncchococcus sp.
D00666 Leptoiyngbya boryana IAjM M-IOl
NC 007775.1 Synechococcus sp. JA-3-3Ab
NC007776.1 Synechococcus sp. JA-2-3B'a(2-13)
??000 19.2 Nostoc sp. PCC 7120
L235 14 Nostoc commune
U49514 Fischerella sp UTCX 'LB 193 G
L04499 Anabaenasp. L-31
U89346 Ânabaena variabilis ATCC 29413
23 1 7 J 6 Nostoc sp. PCC 6720
NC_003272.1 Nostoc sp. PCC 7120
BA000019.2 Nostoc sp. PCC 7120
V01482 Nostoc sp. PCC 7120





























AB19Î04I Helîobacterium chlomm Clostridia
??191044 Heliobaciilus mobilis Clostridia
AB191043 Helîobacterium modesticaldum Icel Clostridia
AB126254 Helîobacterium gestii Clostridia
NCG10337.2 Helîobacterium modestìcaldum Icel Clostridia
NCOl 1296. 1 Thermodesulfovìbrio yeìlowstomi DSM 1 1347 Nitrospira
NC_002939.4 Geobacter sulfurreducem PCA d proteobacteria
NCJÍ07498.2 Pelobacter carbmoUctis DSM 2380 d proteobacteria
AB18964I Halorhodosptra halophila y proteobacteria
AF200742 Azoarcus sp. BH72 ß proteobacteria
M32371 Azotobacter vinelandii y proteobacteria
X 1 35 1 9 Azotobacter vineìandii y proteobacteria
X31756 Azotobacter chroococcum y proteobacteria
AY242355 Klebsiella pneumoniae 342 ? proteobacteria
NC_01 1283. 1 Klebsiella pneumoniae 342 ? proteobacteria
JO 1 740 Klebsiella pneumoniae y proteobacteria
NCJ)04547.2 Pectobacterium afì-osepticnm SCR11043 ? proteobacteria
NC012997. 1 Teredinibacter turnerae ?7901 y proteobacteria
M20568. 1 Azotobacter vinelandu y proteobacteria
M73020 Azotobacter chroococcum y proteobacteria
X96609 Alcaligenes faecaits ß proteobacteria
ABl IS9453 Pseudomonas azotifìgens y proteobacteria










X07472 Clostridium pasteuriamtm Clostridia
XÜ7476 Clostridium pasteurianum Clostridia
X07475 Clostridium pasteuriamtm Clostridia
X07473 Clostridium pasteurianum Clostridia
X07477 Clostridium pasteutianum Clostridia
NC 003030.1 Clostridium acetobutylicum ATCC 824 Clostridia
NC 009706.1 Clostridium kluyveri DSM 555 Clostridia
NC_009706.1 Clostridium kluyveri DSM 555 Clostridia
NC. 009706. 1 Clostridium klu)>veri DSM 555 Clostridia
AF266462 Clostridium beijerinckii Clostridia
NZ_ACOM01000001 Clostridium butyricum E4 str. BoNT E BL5262 Clostridia
NC009464.1 uncultured mcthanogenic archaeon RC-I Methanomicrobia
CP001792.1 Fibrobacter succinogenes subsp. succinogenes S85 Fíbrobacteres
U59414 Clostridium ceilobioparum Clostridia
X56073 Methanosarcina barkeri Methanomicrobia
NC007355.1 Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro Methanomicrobia
NC 00390 Î.1 Methanosarcina mazet Gol Methanomicrobia
NC 003552.1 Metbanosarcina acetivoram C2A Methanomicrobia
AEO 10299 Metbanosarcina acetivorans str. C2A Methanomicrobia
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§NC_012 108.1 Desulfobacterium autotrophicum HRM2 d proteobacteria
¡NC005863.1 Desulfovibrio vulgaris str. Hildenborough d proteobacieria
¡NC 008741.1 Desulfovibrio vulgaris DP4 d proteobacieria
¡NCOl ï 769. i Desulfovibrio vulgaris str. 'Miyazaki F d proteobacteria
¡NC 002936.3 Dehahcoccotdes atherogenes 195 Dehalococcoidetes
NC 008554.1 Syntrophobacterfumaroxidans MPOB d proteobacteria
1 NCJ)1 1768. 1 Desulfaiibacillum alkenivorans AK-Ol d proteobacteria
\ U68183 Desulfovibrio gigas d proteobacteria
j NC 012796. 1 Desulfovibrio magmtiais RS-I d proteobacteria
NC 010831.1 Chlorobmm phaeobacteroides BSI Chlorobia
NC 011059.1 Prosthecochloris aestnarii DSM 271 Chlorobia
NC 011026.1 Chloroherpeton thalassium ATCC 35110 Chlorobia
NCJJ02932.3 Chlorobiunt tepidum TLS Chlorobia
NC 011027.1 Chlorobaculum parvum NCIB 8327 Chlorobia
NC 007512.1 Chhrobium ¡uteohim DSM 273 Chlorobia
NCJ) 10803.1 Chlorobiunt limicola DSM 245 Chlorobia
NC 008639,1 Chlorobiunt phaeobacteroides DSM 266 Chlorobia
INC 009337.1 Chlorobiunt phaeovibrioides DSM 265 Chlorobia
SnC_007514.1 Chlorobmm chlorochromatu Caü3 Chlorobia
INC 0HÖ60.I Peiodictyon phaeoclathrattforme BU-I Chlorobia





s £ Stu <^ rts
s 5 1 S Accession Species
EF079967 hyperthermophilic methanogen FS406-22
NC 005791.1 Meihanococcus maripaiudis S2
BX9S0229 Meihanococcus maripaiudis strain S2
NC009135.1 Meihanococcus maripaiudis C5
NC 009975.1 Meihanococcus maripaiudis C6
NC009634. 1 Meihanococcus vannielti SB
NCJJ09637. 1 Meihanococcus maripaiudis C7
X56071 Melhanobacterium ivanovii
IC 005296.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
IC 011004.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris TIE-I
ÍC 007925.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisB18
ÍCÜ08435.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris BisA53
;07474 Clostridium pasteurianum
NC 009706.1 Clostridium kUiyveri DSM 555
X56072 Methanosarcina batkert
NC 007355.1 Methanosarcina barkeri str. Fusaro
NC 003552.1 Methanosarcina acetívorans C2A
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¡tsöggimui
3 s s: Accession Species
NC 007681.1 Methanosphaera stadtmanae DSM 3091
NC 009495.1 Clostridium botulinum A stf. ATCC 3502
NC 009698.1 Clostridium botulinum Astr. Hall
NC 009697.1 Clostridium botulinum Astr. ATCC 19397
NC 009699. 1 Clostridium botulinum F str. Langeiand
NC 010516.1 Clostridium botulinum Bl str. Okra
NC 010520.1 Clostridium botulinum A3 str. Loch Maree
NC 003552. i Meihanosarcina acetivorans C2A
AE009439 Methartopyrus kandiert AV19
NC 003551.1 Methanopynts kandiert AV19
NC 005296.1 Rhodop>seu domonas palustris CGA009
NC 005296.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
AJ299454 Paembacülus durus
NC 005296.1 Rhodopseudomonas palustris CGA009
NC 009464. t uncultured methanogenic archaeon RC-I
NC 003901.1 Methanoxarana maiei Gol
NC 003552.1 Methanoxorana acetivorans C2A
AEO i 0299 Methanosarcina acetivorans str . C2A
Group
Methanobacteria
Clostridia
Clostridia
Clostridia
Clostridia
Clostridia
Clostridia
M ethanomicrobia
Mcthanopyri
Methanopyri
a proteobacteria
u proteobacteria
Baciïlales
a proteobacteria
Methanopyri
Methanomicrobia
M ethanomicrobia
M ethanomicrobia
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